OUTCOME STORY

EMPOWERED PEOPLE AND
EXPERIENCE-RICH STORES
ENABLED BY COMPUTACENTER AND GOOGLE CHROME OS
Retail is seeing huge eCommerce growth due to
digital-first and direct-to-consumer insurgents,
plus the ongoing impact of the pandemic. This is
causing retailers to re-evaluate business models
and operations, and the way they sell.
This is particularly true for retailers that have primarily
sold goods via physical shops. To cope with digitally-led
competitors, these large, often international businesses
need to find new ways to generate additional value from
their two key assets – their stores and their people. With
customer experience now the key battleground in retail,
their stores must become more ‘experiential’ to attract new
customers. Their frontline teams also need to be equipped
to deliver against ever-increasing expectations for service
levels. Computacenter and Google Chrome OS can help.

computacenter.com

Computacenter offers a series of advisory and
device-management services. Our experts begin by
analysing and understanding key job roles within the
enterprise – for example, customer-facing shopfloor
staff and call center agents that have the biggest impact
on service and operational efficiency. We then process
this information to make recommendations on the
optimal choices for devices, peripherals, apps and
operating systems. We couple this with a range of
device management services including deployment,
management, imaging and disposal or re-use.

THE AIM IS TO GIVE EVERY
EMPLOYEE THE TECHNOLOGY
THEY NEED TO EXCEL IN
THEIR JOB, WHILE REDUCING
THE ADMINISTRATIVE
AND FINANCIAL BURDENS
ON THE ORGANISATION.
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Google Chrome OS is proven to increase efficiency,
heighten security and enhance employee experience
in the retail environment. Store associates value the
familiar user interface of Google Chrome OS, plus the
way it seamlessly integrates with popular workplace
tools including Zoom and Microsoft 365.
Cloud-based apps mean devices can be shared
between employees – either in training scenarios or
during shift changes. Google Chrome OS can also be
used on a variety of Chromebooks and Chromeenabled devices, meaning employees can work from
anywhere with portable, tablet devices. Swift boot
up times of just six seconds, long battery lives, and
an advanced cache model means employees can
work swiftly, easily and from anywhere, online or off.

Google Chrome OS provides other benefits
to retailers too. Kiosk mode is ideal for
customer self-service operations, including
checking-in for collections. Google Chrome
OS also enables retailers to create and
utilise digital signage throughout the store,
adding to a seamless, information-rich
shopping visit for their customers.

DISCOVER MORE
To learn more about Computacenter and Google Chrome OS,
including information on a six, to eight week pilot,
please contact your Computacenter Account Manager,
email enquiries@computacenter.com or call 01707 631000.

